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1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with analytical modeling of hysteresis cycle using the powerful 
mathematical tools from LabVIEW. For magnetic materials one of the most important 
characteristics is the hysteresis cycle. In numerous technical applications it is necessary to 
have a mathematical representation of magnetic characteristics in form M = f(H) or B = f(H) 
in order to calculate magnetic field especially in various rotating machines or 
electromagnetic apparatus. 
There are many physical models used for modeling the hysteresis cycle. Many of them are 
not so easy to implement, require too many data to be introduced or are time consuming. 
Two models are most used in practice: Preisach model and Jiles-Atherton model. In this 
chapter is presented the way to realize the program using LabVIEW VI’s for these two 
models and comparison between the modeled data and measured ones. 
A new simple analytical model using straight-line segments and arcs of circle to express the 
hysteresis cycle is also presented. This program for modeling the hysteresis cycle having the 
smallest amount of input data possible is suitable for soft magnetic materials. The easiness 
of using this model consists in the fact that it uses only nine parameters as input data, is 
very quick computed and give a good approximation of the measured hysteresis cycle. 
There are two variants of the program used for this model one using the LabVIEW VI and 
MatLab script block and other using only LabVIEW VI’s. 

2. Preisach model 

2.1 Theoretical aspects of classical Preisach model 

In this model, the ferromagnetic material is considered a basic set of fields called elementary 

dipoles, Preisach dipoles or Preisach operators. Each dipole is characterized by a rectangular 
hysteresis cycle and asymmetric [30] (Figure 1). 
Each dipole can be in any time in a positive saturation state (1) or negative saturation (-1). 
Transition between states is determined by the magnetic field value H compared with 
values hof = of, hb = b Field called critical or tipping. 
If a state of saturation dipole is negative (-1) and the value of H increases above the H = ha = 
a it toggles the state (1). To return to its original state, the field will be decreased to below  
H = hb = b (b <a). 
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Fig. 1. Elementary Cycle (dipole) Preisach. 

The problem to characterize the actual material is finding a statistical distribution of 
elements according to the values of variables of and b. This distribution is represented in the 
plane (a, b) and is called the Preisach distribution p(a, b) . With this distribution function is 
determined the global flux (magnetization), at a time of material.  
Physical interpretation of the model can be given for weak fields, in agreement with the 
Neel theory of magnetism that consider that energy of moving Bloch wall has a stepped 
profile. 
The idea can be extended to more intense fields, considering the lock-release mechanism 
walls cvasistationary regime. 
Some properties of classical Preisach model are listed below:  
- Property removal: each maximum (respectively minimum) local input size erase all 

maxims (respectively minima) above that are lower (respectively higher) value; 
- Matching property of the minor cycles: minor cycles measured between the same 

extreme values of the magnetic field are equaled (congruent); 
- Symmetry property that results from cyclical developments of H between values -H1 

and +H1 produces symmetrical cycles. So symmetrical cycles obtained are one inside 
another, with no intersections.  

Subsequent studies led to the conclusion that removal properties and the matching is 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a hysteretic system are properly represented by the 
classical Preisach model.  
Must be mentioned the limitations imposed by this model, which means, eventually, an 
approximation of a real phenomenon: 
- Model is static, not taking into account how variables change over time. The model 

need only the extremes of input size; 
- Reversible magnetization phenomena are not taken into account; 
- Phenomenon of habituation is ignored; reptation phenomenon of minor cycles is not 

modeled, closing cycles are minor points well established as the clear property. 
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For calculation of magnetic induction or magnetization is using the formula: 

 ( )( ) ( , ) ,B t p a b sign m a b dadb⎡ ⎤= ⋅ ⎣ ⎦∫∫  (1) 

where:   
p(a, b) represent the Preisach function which will be represented as a triangle in the space (a, b) 
sign[m(a, b)] is the sign of Preisach elementary operator m(a, b). This operator changes sign 
in concordance with the magnetic field strength variation. 
The identification operation for classical Preisach model involves determining the distribution 
function of the dipole unitary p(a, b). For this goal it can be proceed in two ways: 
- Search function is divided in small rectangles of points (ai, bj) like a mesh and in each 

rectangle a value p(ai, bj) is inserted resulting from the experimental data; 
- Is assumed to known an analytical form of function (eg. Gaussian distribution) and 

identified based on measurements only the needed function parameters. 
For determining a mesh function p(ai,bj) based on experimental data, two main methods are 
known:  
- Biorci method [9] (requires 3N points for determining probabilities: the 1N from first 

magnetization curve and 2N on the descending major hysteresis cycle unless the cycle is 
considered symmetric, otherwise requires 5N points and additionally are needed 
another 2N points on the ascending branch of a major hysteresis cycle). 

- Mayergoyz method (method requires more experimental data than the method Biorci ( 
2N2 instead of 3N ), but accuracy is improved). 

2.2 LabVIEW program using Preisach model 

As previously mentioned, modeling hysteresis cycles were done using LabVIEW program, 
given the possibility of modular programming, using scripts in MatLab, obtaining handy 
charts and ported to other applications and the possibility to change inputs in real-time 
when program run continuously. The full program is presented in Annex 1. 
The first step in modeling program using Preisach hysteresis cycle was to make a triangle in 
the Preisach space (a, b) which have a predefined number of points and create some Preisach 
function (also called weights) in each cell (ai, bj), respecting model properties listed above . 
For this step, the block presented in Figure 2 was done, using the LabVIEW programming 
environment, in the block diagram. At the end of this block is obtainded a Preisach triangle 
with a simple analytical form of distribution so as to obtain symmetrical distribution of 
weighting point’s ai, b j. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Block performing Preisach triangle. 
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In this block , two cycles for was used to create space (ai,bj) , and in each element of the cell is 
introduced an analytical value of the Preisach function. 
The result of this block may be highlighted on a chart is shown in Figure 3. 
This analytical model was made only as a demonstration but the analytical form which must 
be inserted in each cell need much more calculations for real case tacking account of great 
number of data needed as input which must be inserted manual in each cell. 
In figure 3, it can be seen Preisach distribution weights for N=100 points and arrangement 
according to two variables a andr b. It can be observed that is respected the principle of 
symmetry that is set for the Preisach model. 
Next step that should be done is tilted fields according to an incremental or decremented 
change as a input function corresponding change in magnetic field strength H of a certain 
shape.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Preisach triangle obtained at the exit of the first block. 

For example, I used a saw-tooth function in which the amplitude is reduced to simulate the 
phenomenon of demagnetization. Function used as entry can be of another form (eg. 
sinusoid). It also may be introduced from an external file, like the change of the shape of a 
magnetic field strength as experimentally measured. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Shape variation of the magnetic field intensity H. 

For this case, the function used is shown in Figure 4, it was highlighted on a chart obtained 
from the LabVIEW environment. This function was created using LabVIEW environment by 
introducing the function values in a column matrix. 
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This waveform obtained is used as input in a block, shown in Figure 5, which carries out 
basic fields tilted to plus to minus and vice versa depending on the passage above a certain 
value of H. Also on that block entry is placed the previously obtained Preisach triangle. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Block tilting elementary Preisach domain. 

This block has three loops for in which the Preisach triangle is decomposed in each 
elementary area. The first loop's is for H input waveform decomposition in the values for 
each step of time and is designed to save the final after making Preisach triangle areas in 
other two loops for.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Demagnetization triangle after having gone through the entire cycle. 

In the first loop for was introduced a timer which makes the program to run in a given time 
to be able to see in the graphs in front panel the application of tilted fields on Preisach 
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Triangle. Preisach triangle undergoes changes during each step and the final position can be 
seen on a graph shown in Figure 6. 
The other two loops for are used for the Preisach triangle decomposition in elements and the 
value of each element is tilted from plus to minus or vice versa taking into account the 
variation of input waveform. 
Using the results obtained from this block and summing Preisach elements is obtained a 
waveform for magnetic induction or magnetization. Introducing the waveform of Magnetic 
field and obtained waveform for magnetic induction as input to a XYgraph is obtained the 
hysteresis cycle shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Hysteresis cycle obtained using the program developed in LabVIEW . 

The most difficult part of the Preisach model is the calculation of Preisach  elementary 
functions (weights). In our theoretical model we not used the experimental data because is 
very difficult to calculate and populate the triangle considering 300 points on first 
magnetization curve and descending branch of hysterezis cycle. We tried several options for 
calculating the weighting coefficients using analytical methods but the appearing equations 
are very difficult to solve for experimental data. 
Therefore, we made another Preisach modeling program that has as input the experimental 
measured values and weights were calculated using only the descending branch of the 
major hysteresis cycle considering that is a symmetrical cycle. This program is presented in 
the next subchapter, the method of calculating the weights being a personal contribution to 
this model. 
It can be concluded that this model is quite easy to implement but requires finding a large 
weighting calculation and correlation with experimental data. The Preisach analytical 
functions that calculate weights can not give a sufficiently good approximation for the 
model. The full program is presented in Annex 2. 

2.3 Modified Preisach method  

To calculate the weights have been proposed several methods [4], [7], [15], [35], [38], [65]-
[72]. In this chapter, is presented a method for calculating weights using only the 
descending branch of the major hysteresis cycle. 
For this case, first builds a Preisach triangle that initially will have only half the amount of 
space populated with + 1 value and 0 otherwise. 
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Fig. 8. Making Preisach triangle. 

This first triangle will be changed in a block shown in Figure 9. As input for this block is 
used the triangle made in the block shown in Figure 8 and measured data values for the 
descending branch of major hysteresis cycle. 
Before making the calculation of the weights of Preisach triangle, was an interpolation of 
experimental data for descending branch of hysteresis cycle so that the number of 
experimental data to correspond to the value of the n points chosen to achieve Preisach 
triangle. 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Calculating the weights of block cells Preisach triangle . 

Operation is performed for calculating the weights in n steps. Using data for the magnetic 
flux density was measured dividing the weights so that each step is calculated weights for a 
whole range of values of hb and all possible values of ha. Considering that the hysteresis 
cycle is symmetric around the origin can be considered the same values and ascending 
branch of a major hysteresis cycle. To first step considered in the first cell is obtained by 
subtracting the value derived from the saturation value (Bs = B0) the following item (B1) on 
the downward curve. The rest of the remaining cells, the total amount will be B1. In the next 
step, the first cell remain as previously calculated. Cells of the next line (hb = ct.) for the next 
step will be the total value B1-B2 and the remaining cells are considered the overall value 
B2. This reasoning is repeated until reaching a negative saturation value. 
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By reversing these values are inserted upward branch of the same values and thus 
succeeded in dividing each line (hb = ct.) component weights in their cells, taking into 
account the ascending branch. 
The block in Figure 10 is tilted out of the cells for varying Preisach triangle field obtained in 
this case the measured values. 
 

 

 

Fig. 10. Preisach triangle block tilting for varying magnetic field strength . 

For example, were used as input values measured using the DC to determine first order 
return curves . Figure 11a is shown as the variation of the magnetic field and in Figure 11b , 
is shown as the variation of magnetic induction measured .   
 

 
Fig. 11a. Shape variation of the magnetic field intensity. 
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Fig. 11b. Shape variation of magnetic induction measured. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 11c. Hysteresis cycle obtained from measured data. 

In Figure 11c is shown the hysteresis cycle as obtained from measured data. 
In Figure 12 is presented the modeling results using this method for calculating the 
weighting Preisach. 
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Fig. 12. Cycle Preisach modeling method using the computer program presented 

For better illustration, in Figure 13, 3D representation was achieved resulting Preisach 
triangle. 
 

 
Fig. 13. 3D representation of the Preisach triangle  

It appear that the modeling approach may not exactly follow the measured curve but if is 
choose more points for Preisach triangle the modeling cycle will be closer to the 
experimentally obtained one. It should be noted that the Preisach method is evident 
shortcomings in this case, some places having predetermined cycle end which cannot follow 
the experimental measurements. 
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This way of modeling is good for a fairly large number of entry points. This shortcoming 
can be overcome using software interpolation between the points and we obtain the 
descending branch. 
Interpolation method also introduces its errors in the program. Very small variations around 
a value, as is apparent in our case around positive saturation will stop all at the same point. 
Full program in block diagram and the front panel results are presented in Annex 3. 

3. Jiles - Atherton model  

3.1 Langevin model his eyesis the paramagnetism 

The first microscopic model of magnetic materials was presented by Langevin. He takes m 
total magnetic moment moment of an atom including spin and orbital moment of 
movement . If the magnetic field strength H, then the potential energy is calculated using 
the formula: 

 0 0 cosmw mHμ μ= − = − ΘmH  (2) 

where:  Θ is the angle made between vectors: magnetization and applied magnetic field 
strength. 
Langevin assumed that the atomic magnetic moments m in paramagnetic materials do not 
interact. Using the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann statistical probability that an atom to have 
energy wm has the expression: 

 ( )
mw

kT
mp w e

−
=  (3) 

where :  - k = 1.381 10-23 J / K is Boltzmann's constant and  
- T is absolute temperature. 
When the electric field intensity vector will have the same direction as magnetization vector 
can talk about inner model describing the relationship between these two sizes. If the 
directions of the two components differ then be considered a model vector. 
Eddy current losses are dependent by the frequency excitation field and are not negligible. If 
these addition losses and other types of losses may be neglected then the proposed model 
can be a model independent of frequency. 

3.2 Theoretical aspects on Jiles - Atherton model 

Model proposed by Jiles and Atherton in 1983 presents a series of equations to determine 
the magnetization of ferromagnetic materials taking into account the principles of physics. 
After this the model has been continually improved by other authors. This model is widely 
used to achieve hysteresis cycles and required to calculate or identify only five parameters. 
It seems that this way of identifying the parameters is the great shortcoming of this method. 
Tried to identify parameters based on measured data is not so easy at it seems. Ideal is to 
find a mathematical system to calculate the parameters in order to obtain a minimum error 
between measured and simulated curves. 
The Jiles - Atherton model are the two mechanisms underlying the magnetization: 
- domain wall displacement; 
- growth areas in the direction of the magnetic field is applied against those who are 

pointing in other directions . 
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In the Jiles - Atherton model the magnetization is composed of two terms: reversible 
magnetization and irreversible magnetization. 

 irr rev= +M M M  (4) 

The irreversible component is given by the irreversible movement of domain walls. 
Magnetizaţia reverse is reversible once the growth areas. 
Hysteresis cycle can be drawn based on the equilibrium energy density within the material. 

 mag hysw w w= +  (5) 

Energy density which is generated by the irreversible movement of domain walls can be 
calculated using the formula: 

 0 irrdw kdMμ=  (6) 

where: k - is a pinning factor. 
Ferromagnetic materials interact in neighboring areas, so it is introduced the concept of 
effective magnetic fields acting on unit volume. 
Consequently, the magnetization will be regarded as a function of magnetic field strength 
actually considering moving energy loss generated by irreversible domain wall: 

 0
irr

bloh e

e

dM
dw k dH

dH
μ δ=  (7) 

where: ( / )esign dH dtδ = . 

Modification of irreversible magnetization can be obtained from the calculation of energy. 
Energy consumed by the material is divided into two parts: the exchange energy and energy 
loss through hysteresis. 

 0 0 0( ) ( )an

dM
M H dH M H dH k dH

dH
μ μ μ δ= +∫ ∫ ∫  (8) 

hence: 

 ( ) ( )an

dM
M H M H k

dH
δ= +  (9) 

If during the process of magnetization, the anhisteretic magnetization has values lower than 
this leads to a solution for irreversible magnetization physically impossible, as if the domain 
walls can not move. 
Solution of differential equation is: 

 
1

( )

0

an irr e an irr
irr

an irr

M M dH if M M
dM k

if M M
δ

⎧ − >⎪= ⎨
⎪ <⎩

 (10) 

Reverse magnetization may be taken into account by introducing the coefficient c. which 
defines the equation as: 

 ( )rev an irrM c M M= −  (11) 
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Hence the total magnetization became: 

 (1 )an irrM cM c M= + −  (12) 

If its value is inserted M the differential equation is obtained 

 
1

( )an irr e an an irr

an an irr

c
M M dH cdM if M M

dM k
cdM if M M

δ
−⎧ − + >⎪= ⎨

⎪ <⎩

 (13) 

Each step can be determined from the previous value of the magnetization using formula: 

  
1

1
( )an j e an an irr

j

an an irr

M M dH cdM if M M
dM k

cdM if M M
δ+

⎧ − + >⎪= ⎨
⎪ <⎩

 (14) 

This formula is used for numerical implementation of the model proposed by Jiles and 
Atherton. 
In the literature [56]-[59], [89], [93], are proposed several methods of identification of 
parameters but it seems that no procedure is too easy, requiring input rather difficult and 
experimental features. To determine the values of input parameters need to know more 
points on the hysteresis cycles obtained by experimentally means: 
- coercive magnetic field strength (Hc) ; 
- remnant magnetization (Mr) ; 
- saturation coordinates (Hs, Ms) ; 
- susceptibility in coercitivity point  
- susceptibility at point of remanance 
- susceptibility at the saturation point 
- anhisteretic susceptibility  
- initial susceptibility 
- maximum susceptibility 
Parameter identification procedure based on these initial data is described in [15]. There is 
an easy procedure and therefore no result is as expected, the cycle obtained with large 
deviations from the shape obtained experimentally. For this reason we opted for a process 
for identifying the parameters by calculating the error between the curves obtained 
experimentally and modeled by the method of Jiles - Atherton. 

3.3 LabVIEW modelling program using the Jiles - Atherton model 

Jiles-Atherton model was implemented using LabVIEW programming environment for the 
reasons listed before. In figure 14 is presented in the LabVIEW program. As can be observed 
in Figure 14 the model was implemented in a cycle for to make the calculation of 
magnetization in each step, and can implement equations (14) for recurrence. 
Magnetic field intensity values can be obtained using a generator as a sine wave or taking 
data from a file containing the actual measured values, which are find using block for 
retrieving data from files from virtual instruments and accessing the PATH of the file. To 
calculate total magnetization the cycle must be brought to saturation point. It is obtained 
from measured data or can be inserted in a parameter input box Bs from front panel of the 
program. 
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of LabVIEW program for modeling Jiles-Atherton. 
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Fig. 15. The front panel of LabVIEW program for modeling Jiles - Atherton . 

In figure 15 are presented the waveforms for H and M and hysteresis cycle as a graphic 
M(H). 
To give validity to the model this was compared with measured data and a program to 
minimize errors between modeled and measured cycle was proposed. This program is 
presented in Annex 4. 

4. Analytical-geometric model 

4.1 Theoretical aspects of analytical-geometric modeling 

According to the Nicolaide model presented in [68]-[70], the major hysteresis cycle can be 
modeled using arcs of circle and straight-line segments in a satisfactory manner. To achieve 
the design it must be made several simplifying assumptions on the hysteresis cycle like the 
hysteresis cycle is considered symmetrical and centered at the origin. 
In the present study taking into account the special characteristics of soft magnetic 
materials, we have adapted the method from [68]-[70] to studied case and obtain a much 
more simplified model requiring a small amount of input data. 
Based on these simplifying assumptions one can construct a cycle branches, other details are 
obtained automatically by reversing field and magnetic induction or magnetization values, 
depending on the cycle shape. 
As can be seen in Figure 16, for modeling downward branch is necessary to know some 
reference points as follows: 
1. saturation point in quadrant I, characterized by the magnetic field saturation value HS 

and magnetic induction BS and slope tangent to the cycle at this point; 
2. point 2 between two arcs , characterized by values H2 and B2; 
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3. remnant induction Br (which implicitly means that Hr = 0); 
4. coercive magnetic field strength Hc (which implicitly means that Bc = 0); 
5. coordinates of point 5 where the loop starts tilting cycle (which will be calculated); 
6. coordonates of point 6 at joint of two arcs characterized by coordinates H6, B6; 
7. negative saturation point, characterized by -HS-BS. 
In addition to work [84]-[86] where was used 11 parameters we considered that under 
appropriate conditions for soft magnetic materials, some of these parameters can be 
obtained from other conditions, and we restrict the number of parameters to only nine. 
These parameters are: HS, BS, nS (slope of the tangent at the point of saturation) H2, B2, Br, Hc, 
H6, B6. Accurate representation is given on how to choose the coordinates of points 2 (H2, B2) 
and 6 (H6, B6). We try to develop a program to change the position of point 2 and 6 in order 
to have the smallest error between the cycle of measured and modeled in this way. 
 

 
Fig. 16. Considered reference points for modeling hysteresis cycle 

In Figure 16 is shown that between point 1 and point 2 is traced an arc of circle which is 
tangent to the point (HS, BS), tangent slope is known ns and passing through point 2, whose 
coordinates are known (H2, B2).  
Finally knowing the arc of a circle can be calculated from the slope of the tangent to the arc 
of a circle in section 2. Between point 2 and point 3 is plotted a different arc. The slope of the 
tangent point 3 is calculated using the coordinates of two points 3(0, Br) and 4(Hc, 0). 2-3 arc 
is tangent to the slopes calculated previously in arc 1-2 and to straight-line segment 3-4. 
Between 3 and 5 point is a straight-line segment passing through 4 and has previously 
calculated slope with points 3 and 4. Coordinates resulting from the calculations forc arc 5-6 
as the date of the intersection points between straight line which passes from points 3 and 4 
and intersect the arc 5-6 in point 5. For this reason the point 5 is obtained intersecting a circle 

H [ A / m ] 

B [ T ] 
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obtained from point 6 which must be tangent to the slope in point 6 and to the straight line 
determined by point 3 and 4. In the arc 6-7 is calculate the slope in point 6 as in case in 
which is calculated in point 2. Coordinates of point 7 is obtained taking into account the 
symmetry condition. Linking the arcs and straight-line segment we obtain the descending 
branch and using an inversion technic taking into account the symmetry principle is btained 
the ascending branch of hysteresis cycle.  

4.2 LabVIEW program for modeling hysteresis cycle 

Figure 17 is shown modeling program using LabVIEW software. For solving analytical 
equations of circular arcs and straight segments, we used a MatLab script window. 
LabVIEW program was used because of its flexibility to integrate scripts in MatLab and the 
ease with which experimental data can be stored in text files. 
It is noted that block entry into MatLab scripts are 10 input parameters of the nine 
parameters are input parameters above and the tenth is a step that gives the number of 
points needed for representation. 
 

 
Fig. 17. LabVIEW program wish to use analytical modeling by arcs and line segments . 

To see how well the program approximates the experimental data was achieved overlap 
values obtained by modeling with experimental values stored in text file in the location 
given by the block "path". The result of this representation can be seen in Figure 18. 
As can be seen in the window each spring MatLab script was treated separately and has 
developed a sampling interval between two field values considered for early and late spring 
using variable step introduced by the operator as input parameter. 
Using this step each spring is obtained by a column matrix for magnetic field strength and 
magnetic induction value. These matrices are concatenated, achieving one matrix with 
different values of magnetic field strength magnetic flux density values. Using these two 
matrix representation can be achieved descending branch of the hysteresis cycle. 
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To obtain the upward branch of the hysteresis cycle is made denying the two columns 
values obtained previously, given the condition of symmetry and centering the zero major 
hysteresis cycle. Resulting cycle is shown in Figure 18. For comparison, measured using a 
cycle using the Epstein and installation of measurement in Brockhauss Messtechnik. This 
measurement cycle was extracted from an excel file obtained by exporting data from MPG 
program. 
The program, using the call block file path and measured data are collected and induction 
magnetic field strength values and shown on the same graph shown in Figure 51. 
It should be noted that the two cycles overlap quite well in the saturation, with sharp 
differences in the curves around May remanence. These errors can be minimized if they 
choose the optimized values of point 2 and 6 but the difference would be too small to be seen.  
 

 
Fig. 18. Comparison between modeled and the hysteresis curve obtained experimentally . 

Improvements are possible by introducing a modeling program to calculate the error 
function and place most convenient choice for points 2 and 6 so that the error between 
modeled and actual cycle does not exceed a certain value. 
To achieve the return cycle of orders 1 and 2 were used repezentare auxiliary functions. 
Program used for these representations is given in Annex 5. It may be noted that the 
program to achieve major hysteresis cycle remained the same. 
In addition to this program were also made blocks MatLab script that calculates the return 
of the first order curves upward and downward.  
For easy use, I used buttons for choosing points that reversing the upward branch downward. 
In this way can choose any point on these branches. In the event that they want certain points, 
well defined, these buttons can be replaced by dialog boxes for entering a numerical exact 
values. Full program and graphics on the front panel are presented in Annex 5. 
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Annex 1 Preisach classical method 
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Annex 2 Method modified Preisach 
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Annex 3 Method Jiles - Atherton 
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Annex 4 Analytic-geometric method 
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